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1. Replacement during maternity leave,
sabbatical, departure or 

long-term sick leave

Our freelance legal experts ensure continuous operations
and integrate seamlessly 

with teams to maintain productivity.

2. Risk and crisis management, 
support for operational disruptions.

Legal freelancers manage risks from economic shifts or
compliance issues, conducting risk mapping and

developing crisis management plans.
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5. Litigation management.

Our legal interim experts manage ongoing litigation,
coordinating with external counsel and ensuring that the

company's legal strategies are effectively implemented to
mitigate risks.

4. Internal due diligence.

Legal freelance specialists conduct thorough internal 
due diligence to preempt legal risks 
and ensure regulatory compliance.

3. Temporary workflow increase.

Interim legal advisors swiftly adapt to the team dynamics
and workload demands and ensure that productivity and

output quality remains high.
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Freelance legal experts with expertise in corporate ethics
advise on ethical issues and aid in 

navigating complex decisions.

Our legal freelancers offer strategic insights for new 
market entry and ensures compliance 

with international legal standards.

Freelance legal counsels ensure compliance with new
regulations and implement legal updates smoothly into 

business practices.
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6. Regulatory change management.

7. Strategic advice on entering new 
markets and compliance with foreign laws.

8. Specialised in-depth expertise 
in corporate ethics.



Legal freelancers can oversee the protection and
management of intellectual property, navigating complex

legal frameworks to safeguard company 
innovations and creative assets.

Freelance legal specialists can take charge of data
privacy issues and cybersecurity compliance, adapting to

new regulations like GDPR and ensuring the company
maintains the highest standards of data security.

10. Data pr ivacy and cybersecurity
compliance.

9. Intellect ual property 
portfolio management.
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12. Legal department efficiency
improvement. 

Freelance legal experts know how to drive legal
department efficiencies by selecting and implementing 

cutting-edge legal technologies.

13. Digital trans formation strategy advice.

Legal interim specialists guide the digital transformation 
of business support, optimising legal processes 

through digital strategies.

11. Training and development for the team.

Interim legal advisors design and conduct trainings,
enhancing the in-house team’s capabilities post-policy

updates (for example, on compliance topics).
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Are you facing or expecting one of
these situations? 

👇 BOOK A CALL  👇

Boost your legal operations!
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